
Reliable Partner 
for Language Services

Our Languages

Indian

Asian
ASEAN

- Linguistically yours -



Translated/Localized  
more than 10 million words...

Specialized in RUSH requirements...

Rely on us  
for long-term association and support

www.perfectrans.com | sales@perfectrans.com | #: +91-120.4280.274



Our Services

Translation

Transcription

Interpretation
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Language Services Media Services

Multilingual 
DTP Services

Subtitling

Voice-Over
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Our team has 10 years of 
average experience in 

Translation/Localization...

We’re serving leading MLVs.

Some of our end clients - 
Microsoft, Google, Nokia, Nikon, 
Kaplan, Lowes, Motorola, Philips, 

McGraw Hill, Pearson...

We’re professionals in ‘Translation/Localization’



Covering all 
leading  

Indian languages 
and dialects

Covering all leading  
Indian languages
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We’re very good 
with ASEAN & 

Asian languages

We’re excellent service record with  
Asian and Asean languages
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Information Technology Life Sciences Management, Banking, Finance

Technical, Industrial and MechanicsLegal, Government Training, e-learning
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Command over diversified domains...



2000+  
linguists

-  our people are university graduates 
(at a minimum) 

-  have been extensively evaluated and 
trained for accuracy in their work.

-  have signed a strict confidentiality 
agreement to keep your data 
undisclosed.

45% 
of them having a PhD or Master’s degree 

7 years  
of average experience of our 

translators, with 3 years being the 
least.
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All

About our translators...



We’re adept in using  
almost all leading CAT tools

etc...



We’re professionals in ...

Our VO Team 
-  has excellent voice talents 

-  can record in all leading Indian as well 
as foreign languages

-  has world-class facility

-  won’t just do VO but will make sure 
that your audience says ‘WoW’ after 
listening the recording

7+ years  
of average experience of our talents, 

ensures excellent recordings...

Rush T-a-T 
We understand the value of fast 

turn-around-timings, for same we’re 
available and can deliver your recording 

in as soon as 1 hour.
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Voice-Over

 
Excellent

voice  
talents



Unique Advantages

We are technology driven with prime focus on quality

Automated processes, saving your time and money

Extensive localization experience and language capabilities

Expertise in using almost all industry standard tools

Expert team, with average experience on 10+ years

High capacity, flexible working hours and rush availability

Strict confidentiality of all client materials

Competitive pricing structure

Timely deliveries
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For immediate assistance, write/ring us:

sales@perfectrans.com
+91-120.4280.274

    Sincerely looking forward...

Linguistically yours
Since 2009

E-144, Sector 63, Noida, INDIA.  
PIN-201005


